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THINGS STUDENTS HATE ABOUT VDI
1. Poor performance of large applications
2. Freezing and slow access
3. Working in a window within a window

Almost at the same time that desktop

4. Unable to work offline

virtualization became mainstream, cloud

5. Inability to access local files / device

services arrived on the scene and began
to grow exponentially. With the advent of

The result: the end user sitting at their expen-

Google apps and cloud storage services,

sive laptop, with CPU cycles going to waste,

such as Google Drive and Dropbox, IT
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users quickly embraced the freedom to mi-
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cloud services to enable them to work in
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to paint a canvas through a mail slot’.

Back in the IT department, VDI administrators soon became
the subject of hushed whispers. Not realizing that the only
reason they could run 500 endpoints on their expensive
server was because the users had long since switched to
locally installed apps to get any serious work done.
What’s more, the promised savings on moving to thin clients
were quickly lost as fat clients had to be rolled out again.
For example, to do local 3D processing for apps in science
and engineering, or for compatibility with local devices in
computing.
Nowadays of course, fully fledged Intel PCs (with HD graphics)
have shrunk to the size and price point of thin clients, and
over 90% of students come to University with a laptop anyway - the other 10% bring a desktop! The smart strategy is
taking advantage of all that free local resource.
Indeed, the challenge for the next few years is to rethink IT
services for the new generation of digital natives. IT users
who are so used to working anywhere and across multiple
devices that they already save all of their documents and
data to the cloud, and have only ever launched software
from an app store.
Thankfully advances in application virtualization over the
past 10 years have offered a way out of VDI hell, though
it wasn’t all plain sailing. Initially, separating applications
from the OS gave users the flexibility to work outside of the
remote desktop window; but many of the same problems
with connectivity and performance remained, and not all
applications were compatible.

That is until the latest generation of ap-

The only tether to the data center now is

plication virtualization technology made

for the software license, and offline use can

it possible to run applications locally, and

be set to timeout after a set number of days

even to work offline, whilst still retaining li-

– at which point the app is removed auto-

cense control and providing usage data for

matically. Finally, any application can be

the IT department.

configured with a concurrent license limit,
or set to online use only.

The clever part is not just virtualizing the
application client-side, but creating layers

As most virtual Windows apps also work

of virtualization. For example, the most ad-

across multiple versions of the OS, we now

vanced solution from Numecent provides

have a solution that delivers all the prom-

the ability to fully install applications to a

ised benefits of VDI but with none of the

user’s device, or to integrate them virtually,

previous drawbacks.

or to isolate them within a virtual bubble.
But that’s not all. These options can be de-

Of course, users still need a method to ac-

fined per registry key and on a file-by-file

cess the library of applications, and that

basis.
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It’s that flexible layering approach that now

app store was developed to meet the di-

allows 100% of applications to be virtual-

verse needs of Universities and colleges.

ized, where other solutions are still stuck at

Education is a unique environment where IT

50-60%.

need to provide hundreds of applications,
with dozens of different licensing models,

Cloudpaging technology then allows the ap-

to thousands of students and staff.

plication to be delivered on-demand pageby-page, meaning that to run a 900MB application may only require 100MB of data to be
downloaded. It’s similar to the YouTube idea
of progressive download in that you can start
running an app right away, whilst the rest of
the data is delivered in the background. The

BREAK FREE
OF THE DESKTOP
1. Deliver all apps through an app store

application behaves just like it was locally

2. Run natively with full performance

installed - even while the progressive down-

3. Apps work across Windows versions

load is ongoing - then once all of the data is

4. Access data from sync clients or locally

through you can work offline.

5. Work anywhere (even offline)

AppsAnywhere.
AppsAnywhere
to deploy

provides

apps

flexible

controls

to managed desktops, to

existing VDI (for example as part of a migration
plan, or to reduce costs) as well as directly
to BYOD users. Apps are delivered from an
institution-branded app store which is hosted
on-site with local administration.
As you’d expect, the response from students
is overwhelmingly

positive.
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anywhere, including offline. At last, after 20
years, technology is finally freeing users from
the shackles of a single desktop.
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